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Abstract- Dispersion is one of the very important parameters that effect on 

the performance of optical fiber communication systems. It causes pulse 

broadening, limiting of transmission distance and the number of channels 

on optical fiber link and low Bit rate. Dispersion compensation fiber (DCF) 

based on Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) is widespread used in the dispersion 

compensation scheme. In this work, the proposed dispersion compensation 

fiber is included (pre – post–symmetrical) schemes with Fiber Bragg 

Grating and duo-binary modulation format. These are at various bit rates 

(10 Gbit/s, 20 Gbit/s, 30 Gbit/s and 40 Gbit/s) and different input laser 

power from (0 dBm to 10 dBm) for 200 Km distance. Optisystem software 

version 10 is used to design simulation model. Q- factor and BER  are two 

parameters which used to evaluate the  performance analysis of the system, 

we concluded that, the symmetrical compensation techniques is better than 

others compensation schemes when the Q factor is 52.977 and bit rate is 

equal 0, these at 10 Gbit/s and 10 dBm transmitted power. 
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1. Introduction 

First of all, Optical fiber communication systems 

are used to transmit information with a form of 

optical signal through an optical fiber by using 

high carrier frequency to another point [1]. The 

light signal is used as an electromagnetic carrier 

wave through the fiber optic communication 

system that is employed the optical fiber for 

information transmission. The signal is modulated 

to transfer the information from the source to 

destination [2]. Generally, the fiber-optic 

construction involve three main parts in optical 

fiber communication systems, which are light 

source that converts electrical signal into 

corresponding optical signal, optical fiber which is 

a section as a transmission medium and the last 

unit is light detector that converts the optical signal 

into electrical signal at the receiver part [3]. 

Chromatic dispersion is an occurrence can be 

minimized by two techniques first is by reducing 

the line width of laser and operating near to zero 

dispersion wave length in fiber-optics [4]. The 

chromatic dispersion is made for the purpose of 

dependency of the group refractive index on 

wavelength. As a result, it created a time 

expansion in propagated signals travelling at 

various velocities through optical fiber [5]. The 

chromatic dispersion (D) is measured in ps / 

nm.km and can be calculated by [6] 

𝐷 =
𝑑

𝑑𝜆
(

1

𝑣𝑔
) = −

2𝜋𝑐

𝜆2
𝛽2                                  (1) 

Where: (λ) is the operative wavelength, (vg) is the 

group velocity, (c) is the velocity of optical signal 

and (𝛽2) is the group velocity dispersion (GVD) 

according to the equation:- 

     𝛽2 =
𝑑2𝛽

𝑑𝜔2
                                                           (2) 

Where: (ω) is the angular frequency [7]. Recently, 

many techniques are used for compensated 

dispersion in optical fiber communication systems 

generally defined: dispersion compensation fiber, 

fiber Bragg grating, imaged phased array and 

planar waveguide technology [8]. Dispersion 

compensating fiber (DCF) is a simple and efficient 

method to make efficient installed links of single 

mode fiber. It has negative group velocity 

dispersion from (-70) to (-90) ps/nm.km. This is 

used to compensate dispersion connected with a 

standard single mode fiber, which shows positive 

group velocity dispersion at the laser wavelength 

source of 1.55 μm. Then the optical light signal is 

broadened through moved inside the fiber-optic 

and compressed in the telecommunication fiber 

[9]. 
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𝐷1𝐿1 + 𝐷2𝐿2 = 0                                                 (3) 

Where:𝐷1and 𝐿1 are dispersion and length of 

single mode fiber SMF, 𝐷2and 𝐿2 are dispersion 

and length of dispersion compensation fiber DCF 

[10]. In addition to used DCF, the FBG periodic 

structure is consummate to compensate group 

velocity dispersion at many differences of the 

wavelength. Therefore, FBG has the priority-

favored solution for group velocity dispersion [7]. 

FBG is a dynamic dispersion compensator 

lengthways of the fiber reflective index outline 

differs linearly with regard to the method of area 

writing on the fiber core. The grating assembly 

reflected the incident wavelength signals reliant 

upon the Bragg wavelength [11]. According to the 

grating period and the actual refractive index, the 

optical light reflection wavelength will spread a 

greater distance inside the fiber Bragg grating 

before the light is reflected [12]. Due to the same 

reason, the smaller light wavelength will propagate 

a shorter distance inside the grating before 

reflection. Therefore, the light broadening because 

of the group velocity dispersion in standard single 

mode fiber is compacted by travelling signal inside 

Fiber Bragg Grating [13]. Where, this is the basic 

features of Fiber Bragg Gratings. The reflected 

wavelength (𝜆𝐵) that is specified as the Bragg 

wavelength, which is assumed by the 

mathematical definition: 

𝜆𝐵 = 2𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓𝛬                                                           (4) 

Where: n is the effective refractive index that has 

the influence of the directed mode in the core’s 

fiber, and Ʌ is the grating length area. This 

mathematical relationship is represented the 

finishing appearance of the optical signal to be 

reflected through a Fiber Bragg Grating [14]. The 

performance analyzed optical communications 

systems are effect respect to optical modulation 

techniques [15]. In addition to the configurations 

transmission setups of NRZ and RZ, other 

different modulation techniques are explored to 

enhancement performance analysis systems [16]. 

Figure 1 is shown the configuration of Duobinary 

transmitter. Its signal is generated by based of a 

NRZ from Duobinary pre coder [17].  In addition, 

the method is easy to generate, design and 

implement because of its low ghostly line width 

and high allowance to chromatic dispersion to 

enhance spatial efficiency and to decrease the 

sensitivity to nonlinear effects [18]. In this work, 

the simulation of performance analysis Duobinary 

modulation format with high-speed data rate (10 

Gbit/s, 20 Gbit/s, 30 Gbit/s and 40 Gbit/s), these 

are at different input laser power from (1 dBm to 

10 dBm) are used to transmit data rate. Three 

dispersion compensation fiber models namely, 

pre, post and symmetrical with Fiber Bragg 

Grating in a 200 km distance optical fiber link. The 

simulation result is analyzed according to 

parameters Q-factor and BER for each and every 

case. In section 2 simulation setup is shown for 

three schemes. In section 3 the simulation results 

are shown for all cases. In section 4 ultimate 

observation our work is given. 

  

 

  Figure 1: Block diagram of duo-binary 

transmitter 

 

2. Simulation Setup 

The Simulation parameters are listed in Table 1. 

The proposed system is involved of a transmitter 

section, optical fiber channel and optical receiver 

section as shown in Figure 2. This system is 

simulated and designed using “OPTISYSTEM 10” 

software. The transmitter is involved of a PRBS 

generator, CW laser and duo-binary data 

modulator. The PRBS is used to generate pseudo 

bit sequences at the various bit rates (10 Gbit/s, 20 

Gbit/s, 30 Gbit/s and 40 Gbit/s). The emission 

frequency of CW laser is 193.1 THz and different 

power from (1 dBm to 10 dBm). The 

extermination value of MZM is used at 30 dB. The 

optical signal is entered to optical channel. The 

fiber parameters are indicated in Table 2. FBG 

parameters are listed in Table 3. Three different 

types of dispersion compensation techniques (pre, 

post and symmetrical) are proposed and analyzed 

excluded DCF with FBG in optical fiber link. 

Optical amplifier (10 dB) with noise figure of (6 

dB) is joined after (DCF) and (20 dB) joined after 

(SMF), their gain used to compensate fiber losses. 

Figure 2(a) shows the pre compensation scheme 

where a (DCF) of 20 km is used before (SMF) of 

200 km distance, these with FBG to compensated 

dispersion. Figure 2(b) shows the post 

compensation scheme where a (DCF) of 20 km is 

used after (SMF) of 200 km distance. Figure 2(c) 

is shown the symmetrical compensation scheme, 

20 km (DCF) used between the (SMF) of 100 km. 
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The receiver involves of two parts, the first part is 

PIN photo detector to convert optical signal to 

electrical signal and the other is Bessel low pass 

filter. The optical signal is detected through PIN 

photodiode whose operating wavelength is 1550 

nm, responsively [A/W] equals one and dark 

current is 0.1 nA. The BER analyzer is joined after 

the filter to show graphs and analysis the values of 

Q- factor, min BER and eye diagram.   

 

 
Table .1: Simulation Parameters 

Parameters Value 

Bit rate G bit/s 10,20,30 and 40  

Sequence length 64 

Samples / bit 256 

Central frequency ( THz ) 193.1  
 

\ 

Table .2: Fiber Parameters 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table .3: FBG parameters 

parameters  Value 

Frequency (THz)  193.1 

Length of grating (mm)  2 

Apodization function  Tanh 

Chirp function  Linear 

 

 

 

 
(a)   pre scheme 

 

Parameters Single Mode Fiber 
Dispersion Compensation 

Fiber 

Length ( km ) 200 20 

Dispersion (ps/nm/km) 17 -85 

Dispersion slope 

(ps/nm2/km) 
0.075 -0.3 

Attenuation 0.2 0.6 
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(b)  post scheme 

 

 
 

 
(c) symmetrical scheme 

Figure 2: The simulation setup: (a) pre compensation scheme, (b) post compensation scheme, 

 (c) symmetrical compensation scheme 

 

3. Results 

The design simulation is analyzed by operated 

three different dispersion compensation 

techniques (pre, post and symmetrical). The 

schemes have been duo-binary modulation 

analyzed at various Bit rates (10 Gbit/s, 20Gbit/s, 

30Gbit/s and 40Gbit/s) with different laser input 

power from (1 dBm to 10 dBm). The results are 

analyzed and compared in relations of Q factor and 

BER. Figure 3 shown the effect of transmission 

power with respect to Q factor for pre-

compensation scheme at various Bit rate, the 

maximum value of Q factor is 18.7203 at 10 dBm 

transmission power and 10 Gbit/s Bit rate. Figure 

4 is shown the effect of transmission power with 

respect to BER factor. Pre-compensation scheme 

at various bit rates. The BER factor is 1.0809e-078 

at 10 dBm transmission power and 10 Gbit/s Bit 

rate. Figure 5 is shown the effect of transmission 

power with respect to Q factor for post-

compensation scheme at various bit rates, the 

maximum value of Q factor is 17.4177 at 10 dBm 

transmission power and 10 Gbit/s bit rate. Figure 6 

is shown the effect of transmission power with 

respect to BER factor for post-compensation 

scheme at various bit rates, the BER factor is 

1.08002e-068 at 10 dBm transmission power and 10 

Gbit/s bit rate. Figure 7 is shown the effect of 

transmission power with respect to Q factor for 

symmetrical-compensation scheme at various bit 

rates. The maximum value of Q factor is 52.977 at 

10 dBm transmission power and 10 Gbit/s Bit rate. 

Figure 8 is shown the effect of transmission power 

with respect to BER factor for symmetrical-

compensation scheme at various bit rates, the BER 

factor is 0 at 10 dBm transmission power and 10 

Gbit/s bit rate. 
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Figure 3: Comparison of transmission power vs Q-

factor influence of various Bit rates for pre- scheme 

 

 
Figure 4: Comparison of transmission power vs 

BER influence of various Bit rates for pre- scheme 
 

 
Figure 5: Comparison of transmission power vs 

Q-factor influence of various Bit rates for post- 

scheme 

 
Figure 6: Comparison of transmission power vs 

BER influence of various Bit rates for post- scheme 

 
 

 
 

Figure 7: Comparison of transmission power vs Q-

factor  influence of various Bit rates for 

symmetrical- scheme 

 
Figure 8: Comparison of transmission power vs 

BER influence of various Bit rates for symmetrical- 

scheme 
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4. Conclusion 

In this work, performance is analyzed at three 

dispersion compensation schemes (pre-, post-and 

symmetrical) by using dispersion compensation 

fiber (DCF) with fiber Bragg grating (FBG) are 

elaborated. The results are analyzed and compared 

used the Q factor and BER parameters. We 

concluded that the Q factor is decreased with 

increase the bit rate and then is increased with the 

increasing of transmission power. Moreover, the 

symmetrical compensation technique is shown a 

better performance in compare to others schemes 

at high transmission power and low Bit rate. 
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